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NCCI has received numerous questions in the last few weeks regarding COVID-19 and the 
impact it may have on the workers compensation industry.

These frequently asked questions (FAQs) are intended to be the start of a series of 
responses that will address questions NCCI receives. Please review NCCI’s Basic Manual 
for Workers Compensation and Employers Liability Insurance—2001 Edition (Basic Manual)
and Statistical Plan for Workers Compensation and Employers Liability Insurance—2008 
Edition for additional information applicable to the responses provided. In addition, some 
states may have exceptions to the national Basic Manual rules referenced in this article. 
Refer to the State Rule Exceptions section of NCCI’s Basic Manual to determine whether an 
exception exists. 

These FAQs address the rules as filed in NCCI manuals and other potential issues related to 
NCCI’s role in the industry. Individual states approve, interpret, and enforce the rules 
contained in manuals and forms. Insurance carriers will need to confirm regulatory, 
legislative, and enforcement changes as a result of the COVID-19 event with the respective 
states.

If you have additional questions, please submit by clicking the questions or comments 
button. These FAQs will be updated as questions or new information warrant.

The following are FAQs regarding COVID-19:

1. Is COVID-19 compensable under state workers compensation acts?—Updated 
5/20

2. Where can I find state-specific legislative activity related to COVID-19?—
Updated 4/30























3. A business has suspended operations due to COVID-19, but continues to pay 
employees, although they are at home and not working. Is this payroll included in 
the premium calculations for workers compensation?—Updated 4/30

4. An employer has limited operations due to COVID-19. As a result, some 
employees are placed into new roles for the duration of the pandemic. What 
classifications could be assigned to these employees?

5. Does Basic Manual Rule 1-F Changes or Corrections in Classifications, provide 
guidance for employers impacted by COVID-19?

6. What is the appropriate class code for specialty cleaning companies or 
contractors that are conducting cleaning/disinfecting to remove potential COVID-
19 contamination?

7. If an employer’s employees are working at home due to COVID-19, and they 
live in a monopolistic state (but normally work in an NCCI state), will its workers 
compensation policy in the NCCI state cover such exposure?

8. Can NCCI provide guidance on how carriers should handle physical audits vs. 
virtual audits from a voluntary and residual market perspective?

9. If an employer is unable to comply with completing an audit because of the 
COVID-19 situation, is the employer considered to be noncompliant and subject to 
the Audit Noncompliance Charge (ANC) as provided in Basic Manual Rule 3-A-13-b?

10. Are there rules around cancellation/nonpayment addressed in NCCI’s Basic 
Manual?

11. Is there any guidance regarding data reporting and claims coding related to 
COVID-19?

12. Has Congress or the administration taken any specific actions that would 
directly impact the state-based workers compensation system?—Updated 4/30





















13. What are possible impacts on loss costs and rates?—Updated 5/1

14. For audits that may not be able to be performed during the COVID-19 
pandemic, are carriers able to report estimated audits?

15. Are there any considerations to adjust data reporting due dates or 
assessments from NCCI’s data quality programs?

16. Will claims related to COVID-19 be excluded from experience rating?—
Updated 5/19

17. Does the Families First Coronavirus Response Act address workers 
compensation, including the treatment of payroll? Will payments by employers for 
qualified paid sick leave and qualified family and medical leave expansion under the 
Act be used in the calculation of workers compensation premium?—Updated 4/30

18. Do carriers have the ability, under the current infrastructure, to adjust in 
force policies due to estimated changes in payrolls and classifications?

19. If an employer increases pay to working employees as an incentive to work 
during COVID-19, how is this handled for premium calculation purposes?

20. Are employer payments to paid furloughed employees, as defined in Item 
Filing B-1441, excluded from premium and experience rating calculations?

21. Should payments to paid furloughed employees be used to calculate the 
premium for the terrorism or catastrophe provisions?

This article is provided solely as a reference tool to be used for informational purposes only. The 
information in this article shall not be construed or interpreted as providing legal or any other 
advice. Use of this article for any purpose other than as set forth herein is strictly prohibited.




